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“We can’t solve our problems with the same level of thinking that created them”
Albert
Einstein

SCOPE OF THE ASSIGNMENT
The scope of this assignment is to review the primary and supplementary literature related to social
labs and to detail a report that breaks down the concept, function, model, structure and composition
of social labs, alongside the methods and instruments required for their operation. The assignment
will also take a closer look at the challenges that social labs can face during their formation and
implementation phases.
While the review is not an alternative for a guide or field book of social labs, it should provide clear
and comprehensive answers on a number of key questions, such as: What is a social lab?; How does
it function?; When it is applicable?; How it is structured?; Which methods and instruments are applied
to properly run a lab?; What are the stages of lab progress?; How are its power structure and working
roles distributed? Considering these variables, this report aims to gather and systemize information
to provide deeper insight for interested readers and to help them develop a practical manual for
running a social lab.

METHODOLOGY
The main methodology applied within the report is a literature review. While a number of available
resources have been reviewed (online editions, evaluation reports, studies, thematic videos,
interviews, webinars) from the primary field and related spheres, The Social Labs Revolution by Zaid
Hassan is used as a reference point for drawing conclusions, formulating assumptions and applying
specific instances to the broader context. To a lesser extent, elements of desk research have also been
utilized, mainly analysing secondary data from the case studies referred to in the review.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The established culture of dominant responses to complex social challenges leaves very little, if any,
space for mainstream discussions on the ineffectiveness of commonly recognized systems and
practices or for potential sustainable outcomes. In recent decades, the best indications of failure can
often be observed in complex social, ecological, and political challenges, those which are equally
counteracted by the same existing paradigm of responses. Development programs around the world
for last several decades had been aiming to eradicate poverty and inequality. Most of these programs
are structured around Strategic Planning approach and Impact Logic methodology, which largely
overlook emerging nature of complex challenges. While the numbers of individual program reports
might be encouraging and illustrate success toward the goal, the findings of global poverty and
inequality yearly reports are less positive: “Since 1980, income inequality has increased rapidly in
North America and Asia, grown moderately in Europe, and stabilized at an extremely high level in the
Middle East, sub-Saharan Africa, and Brazil.”1 The world is off-track by over 173 million people to meet
the Sustainable Development Goal 12 and reports on progress toward SDG2030 indicate that these
goals will not be met3. Growing inequality, lasting conflicts, deteriorating ecology and climate change,
a continuing flow of refugees and migrants, and financial crises each trigger valid questions about the
suitability of a chosen strategy and how to respond to evolved challenges. This is particularly notable
when taking into consideration that the financial resources needed to tackle these challenges are
increasing alongside advancing science and available technology.
Considering the social and developing nature of modern complex challenges (conflict, ecology, food
sustainability, etc.), advocates of alternative approaches argue that the dominant paradigm, which
fosters the static, “Big Design Up Front” approach, have relied on rigid strategic planning that cannot
solve the emerging complex social problems that civilization is facing, and the longer we continue on
this approach the more problems will only intensify and worsen. The vision of champions and
advocates behind the alternative solutions is based on a simple premise – “we have scientific and
technical labs for solving most difficult scientific and technical challenges. We need social labs to solve
our most pressing social challenges”.4 In contrast to strategic planning and project-based approaches,
social labs, being communal in their structure and fabric, encourage and cultivate experimental action
and address systemic changes. Social labs should be viewed as platforms for addressing complex social
challenges, and the core principle shaping their architecture is that people with diverse abilities from
different fields come together to believe in and commit to solutions.
Social and cultural paradigms, understandably, cannot change overnight. Drawing an analogy to
science, a shift of scientific paradigms may take years or decades and passes three phases until a new
paradigm replaces an old.5 According to Thomas S. Kuhn, the first phase is “unmatured science” –
capturing a phenomena which cannot yet be explained. The second phase is the “normal science”
process, in which the paradigm starts to form – the adjustment of measurements, experimentation,
the search and discovery of new elements or formulas required for the emerging paradigm. Third
phase is a “scientific revolution”, emailing a shift in the scientific paradigm. The social sphere does not
necessarily copy the trajectory of scientific development, but some common patterns can be
observed: a “phenomena” is detected – where existing responses are ineffective at solving complex
1

https://wir2018.wid.world/part-2.html
https://worldpoverty.io/headline/
3
https://www.devex.com/news/sdgs-show-slow-progress-not-on-track-to-reach-2030-targets-un-reports92971
4
The Social Labs Revolution, 2014, Zaid Hassan
5
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 1962, Thomas S. Kuhn
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social challenges, thus social labs were formed. For the last two decades, social labs around the world
have been evolving and functioning in “normal science” mode – adjusting their structure, systemising
processes, developing and testing methodology and instruments. While the next generation social
labs, those that might change the paradigm and develop mainstream responses to complex, emerging
social challenges, are built on the lessons learned from the previous generation. However, it is still
unknown if, or when, social labs will become a key solution, and this is dependent on the successes
and achievements of current social labs. It should also be considered that, unlike science, factors other
than strict scientific measurement come into play during any revolutionary social or cultural change.
Complex challenges are associated not only with the global system and its patterns but are also tied
to the country, and even local community, context. With that notion in mind, shifting the focus from
the global to the country level, and observing the situation in Georgia, enables one to draw certain
conclusions about how the country has been coping with complex challenges related both to global
tendencies and the local environment. While Georgia has been making progress in many areas, one
could argue that considering the scale of support received (financial, technical, institutional), its
achievements could have been far greater using more diversified approaches in addressing complex
challenges. Adopting the global trend of a results-based, pre-planned model as the sole response to
emerging problems leaves many issues unsolved; especially in the social sphere, for instance, youth
unemployment, inequality, an ethnically and socially segregated society, etc. The social sphere has
heterogeneous properties and problems, those arising from a social background, that cannot be
solved using one universal strategy. The prevalent strategic planning model has its values, but in light
of its social problems, Georgia is facing the need for novel approaches. Such tactics ought to be
oriented towards systemic solutions, especially for those working in the domain, and considering how
the existing remedies of strategic planning fall short at delivering sustainable change. Subsequently,
while the government is still very much attached to the centralized planning model and governing
style, Georgian civil society and leading businesses have reached the point of institutional
development and human capacity when it is necessary to explore new frontiers. Therefore, it is
important to find systemic solutions and test different systems and methods for adoption, from agile
management to scenario planning and co-creation. The civil society and business sectors are both seen
as driving forces behind pioneering initiatives, complementing the existing rigid model, which mostly
eschews a bottom-up and truly participatory process and, consequently, innovation. Breakthrough
social changes rarely happen from top to bottom, and the dedicated process of searching for and
developing sustainable solutions cannot be driven solely from the outside to the inside. An external
event or trend might influence conditions in starting the process of change, but it should be owned
and carried by those immediately affected by the problem and in need of a solution. Hence, the
stakeholders must decide how to build the process, and whether to see the challenge as a community,
national or global issue. Quite simply, complex social problems require further solutions in addition to
those previously applied.
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2. BACKGROUND HISTORY
Social labs, at least in their current forms, have been developing over the last twenty years, but their
very essence can be tracked to the 1930s when “systems thinking” started to evolve in a number of
disciplines, in engineering, management, biology, etc. The notion encouraged people began to study
systems as a whole, rather than dealing with the parts of a problem. Systems thinking, although
exploited to varying extents, was largely absent from mainstream processes until the 1990s. At this
stage, Peter Senge published his famous work,6 which became a textbook for companies willing to
incorporate the concept of a “learning workplace” and to build on his changed thinking for a shared
understanding that workers may become more productive. Senge not only systemized the theoretical
aspects of systems thinking, but also devised innovative models for business practice. In Senge’s view,
the base for developing a learning workplace is human nature – people (workers) tend to search for
new solutions for problems and, besides fulfilling their practical needs, want to reach internal
satisfaction within their jobs. Therefore, companies to encourage these natural aspirations should
foster five principles. The first principle is “personal mastery” – besides developing skills and
knowledge, this “mastery” requires a creative approach to life, instinct and logic in order to respond
to problems creatively and not reactively. Having a personal vision is also an inseparable part of
“personal mastery”. The second principle is “mental modelling” – mental models define how things
are seen and, thus, how situations are resolved. The mental model is composed of beliefs,
assumptions and values, and if false beliefs are not corrected, mistakes are unavoidable. “Shared
vision”, the third principle, is a joint commitment toward a company’s goals, which contributes to a
sense of ownership for a greater purpose. The fourth principle, “team learning”, relates to how people
in an organization collaborate and coordinate. Workers and different units within an organization
should be able to express their views to gain support; even a clash of opinions suggests that people
are learning together. Finally, the fifth principle is “systems thinking” which combines each of the
principles, and regards an organization and its employees as a system; where the organization has an
impact on its workers and equally people influence their organization.

2.1 COMPLEX SOCIAL CHALLENGES
Some twenty years before Senge’s bestseller, a ground-breaking, extensive research report, Limits to
Growth, built upon a system from the Club of Rome.7 The research questioned how sustainable the
future would be under the existing policies, and whether collapse was avoidable if paradigmatic
changes were undertaken immediately. Applying the “dynamics complexity” theory alongside a
modelling exercise, the research team developed a number of scenarios specifying possible patterns
of world development from 1900 to 2100. The conclusions the report drew were far reaching and not
at all optimistic – the impact of modern practices will lead to the collapse of ecological, life supporting
systems: “If the present growth trends in world population, industrialization, pollution, food
production, and resource depletion continue unchanged, the limits to growth on this planet will be
reached sometime within the next one hundred years. The most probable result will be a rather
sudden and uncontrollable decline in both population and industrial capacity”.8
One striking conclusion drawn from Limits to Growth: The 30-Year Update,9 published in 2000, is that
the “overshoot” and subsequent collapse was approaching its original rate, anticipated 30 years
before. Surprisingly, a response that could trigger a change in scenario has still not been found, which

6

The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of Learning Organization, 1990, Peter Senge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Club_of_Rome
8
http://donellameadows.org/wp-content/userfiles/Limits-to-Growth-digital-scan-version.pdf
9
http://peakoilindia.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Limits-to-Growth-updated.pdf
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in turn leads to another miserable conclusion. Ultimately, the world had spent 30 years in Business As
Usual (BAU) mode in the face of complex, existential challenges, those which require paradigmchanging action, rather than reverting to the common way of thinking that, largely, contributed to the
creation of the problem.
Overshooting can appear at different levels, in various forms and across each field – e.g., natural
resources, agriculture and food production, pollution, industrialization, demography, etc.
Consequently, negative influences in one sphere can bear further impacts, at multiple levels, on other
social fields, and can trigger new characteristics and, therefore, complex social challenges emerge.
Such social challenges bear three main characteristics:10 emergence, where properties arise from
various aspects and are influenced by different factors; information, which is constantly being
generated for processing and analysis; and this contributes to the rise of adaptation, where actors in
complex systems constantly adjust their behaviour based around the latest information. Hence, such
challenges cannot be viewed as one-dimensional and static, or solved with irreversible approaches or
flat 3- or 5-year plans that predict future outcomes. Rather, the approaches addressing complex social
challenges should possess “built-in” features and a theoretical base necessary for adopting sustainable
resolutions for systemic problems.

2.2 THE DOMINANT RESPONSE – STRATEGIC PLANNING
Although there is no strict barometer for defining the borders of development, typically attempts are
made to address multiple, often interactive, issues, for instance relating to food security, water and
land access, education, malnutrition, poverty, etc. The ensuing action comes from the government,
civil society and the private sector, although the government usually holds decision-making power in
the delivery of large scale social programs.
For several decades “strategic planning” has been the dominant response to complex social challenges
in the developmental sphere, with little evidence of success. Connected to fiscal accountability, in the
primary domain of governments, developmental space has formed a result-based agenda. Effectively,
paying for results has become the prevalent culture in defining the structure and practice of
governmental, multi-lateral, international, local civil society organizations and business entities
operating in the developmental world. The notions of log-frames, results chains and the theory of
change – each widespread instruments in developmental programs – all evolved from strategic
planning culture and are designed to create intermediate and final targets years in advance. Strategic
planning relies on simple but rigid logic: namely, that a certain input produces a relevant output which,
in turn, leads to a desirable outcome that triggers the results envisioned. Nonetheless, it is overly
common to find governmental, and respective agencies’, four- or five-year strategic plans failing. Aside
from the emergence of new properties, such logic is somewhat hostile toward failure and, hence,
might tempt actors to play with numbers or fabricate data.
The foundation of dominant responses is built on expert evaluation. An expert (or group of experts)
analyse the situation, define the problem and thereafter formulate a plan. An expert can be “defined
as someone who knows enough about a subject to avoid all the many pitfalls on his or her way to the
grand fallacy”.11 In other words, an expert choses a proven path to avoid mistakes leading to illusive
results, which in many ways defines the strategy behind planning-based action, which does not
necessarily lead to sustainable solutions.

10
11

The Social Labs Revolution, 2014, Zaid Hassan
The Rise and Fall of Strategic Planning, 1994, Henry Mintzberg
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An expert also sets the schedule for action in advance and works the situation around an elaborated
strategy: “The act of planning assumes predetermination in the prediction of the environment; the
unfolding of the strategy formation process on schedule; and the ability to impose the resulting
strategies in an accepting environment” (Henry Mintzberg). However, one significant concern is that
the experts are often detached from the situation on the ground; they may possess the necessary
information on the topic but are frequently lack practical knowledge to handle the problems they aim
to resolve.
Expert plans typically rely on technicalities that are rooted to formal processes. They often overlook
properties, events or trends that cannot be measured or expressed on paper. Experts consider the
scientific facts, data and technological achievements but undervalue practical experience, or what
Aristotle describes as practical wisdom (phronesis)12, which as described in the sections below, is an
integral element that social labs require to tackle complex social challenges.
To summarize, strategic planning is characterized by its three main problems: it is “predictive (linear),
detached (homogenous) and formal (flatland)” – Zaid Hassan.
The notion that strategic planning is ineffective does not imply that strategic thinking is a recipe for
failure or that it ignores the importance of planning, rather, it refers to the dominant culture of
pseudo-strategic approaches that lack “genuine strategic intentions” for complex situations.13 Equally,
the assumption that a log-frame or result chain cannot be viewed as a universal tool for sustainable
solutions of complex social problems does not contradict the fact that both instruments and, planningbased approaches in general, are perfectly suitable for numerous situations in a range of fields, sectors
and sub-sectors. For example, a log-frame model could ideal for teaching farmers how to apply new
technologies in practice, whereas dealing with high suicide rates among teenagers in a community
might require a completely different approach.

12
13

Nicomachean Ethics, 2003 (Geo.) Aristotle
The Logic of Practice, 1980, Pierre Bourdieu
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3. SOCIAL LABORATORY
In the mid-1990s, Peter Senge founded the Society for Organizational Learning (SOL) which laid out
the foundation and approaches of the Change Lab. In many ways, the Change Lab became a starting
point in the evolution of social labs, as it outlined the theoretical and practical framework for future
labs to build on. By taking a closer look at social labs, their functioning mechanisms, the values they
embrace and their methods for perceiving complex systems, it becomes clear how much they
inherited from systems thinking and the “Fifth Discipline”. Moreover, the iceberg model, described by
Senge, provides a key for social labs to understand the system as a whole and it defines the systemic
approach – an integral element of social lab architecture – needed to tackle complex challenges. For
example, an isolated traffic accident represents an event, whereas a number of accidents in the same
neighbourhood is a pattern or trend. The reasons behind a trend may be different – here poorly
planned roads, for instance. Yet trends are derived from underlining “layers”, the driving forces or
system structure in the iceberg model. Driving forces are considered to be the prevalent mental
models, a kind of social and cultural paradigm which enables certain events and patterns to emerge.
Problem solving attempts often fails because casual mental models cannot match the complexity of
issues or systems they manage. Therefore, in systems thinking, a physical infrastructure (in this case)
is viewed as the product of a widely accepted casual practice or paradigm and, hence, addressing
casual factors is seen to be an effective way of problem solving.
A retrospective look at the evolution process of social labs enables us to observe how, with maturity,
and distance, social labs more vividly reflect Senge’s theories in practice, and have begun to be
additionally enriched by emerging knowledge.

3.1 WHAT IS A SOCIAL LAB?
Change labs, living labs, innovation labs, media labs, entrepreneurship labs, and social labs, each
represent blanket terms for laboratories that originated, in essence, from the Change Lab (see above,
pg. 5). The term “Social Lab” was introduced by Ziad Hassan in order to emphasise the field of practice,
and, by highlighting an affiliation to academia, such as in social science, to draw a clear analogy with
scientific and medical labs.
A major misinterpretation in the understanding of social labs is that they are often thought to be a
tool, approach or method used in the process of addressing complex social challenges. Much like
scientific and medical labs, social labs are not methods or instruments, nor are they projects,
programs, start-ups incubators or networks.
What, then, is a social lab? To apply a very formal definition, a social lab is (a) a strategy for addressing
complex social challenges, (b) a laboratory, (c) a multi-disciplinary collaboration.
While a social lab could be a physical space, as any other laboratory, it is first of all an institutional
space supportive of laboratory practices. Similar to scientific and medical labs, social labs are defined
by three characteristics: 1. They focus on a specific challenge; 2. They are a stable space, supportive
of the practices required to address a challenge; 3. They maintain disciplined practices for
experimentation.
Social labs, as well as technical labs, apply a range of tools and approaches within their practice. While
technical labs are reflected by a physical location, they also represents a way of thinking in addressing
a particular domain or problem, and the same applies to social labs. Thus, to summarize, a social lab
is an institutional space innovating a new way of thinking, a paradigm which informs the practice
for addressing complex social challenges. A simple metaphor might better help visualize the
distinction of social labs from methodologies, approaches, projects or consultation driven trends:
Center for Training and Consultancy © 2020
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social labs may then be thought of as a kitchen where a variety of tools, ingredients, appliances and
chefs come together to create a meal.
Challenge: one reason behind the confusion and misinterpretation of social labs lies in the modern
market logic. Although social labs have been emerging globally for the last two decades, for the most
part, social labs have never been applied to a broader extent and still reside in a niche. They operate
almost in a vertical market, while the mainstream, horizontal market is dominated by the strategic
planning paradigm. Therefore, the “paradigm of experimentation” is embraced by relatively few
“icebreakers”. In general, donors, decision-makers, practitioners, and the general public are attached
to the established mental model and, thus, in order to reach a turning point in the dichotomy of
paradigms, social labs should develop ways to effectively share information across the mainstream
market.

3.2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF SOCIAL LABS
There are three design principles that define the structure of a social lab:




Socially diverse (Social): the lab team must reflect the diversity of whichever challenge is being
addressed;
Experimental: the practices taken in the lab represent iterative trials, continuously testing for
solutions;
Systemic: the solutions must go beyond part of the system or symptoms and address the root
cause.

The notion of a social lab being social relates to its team, assembled from different professional fields
and sectors – governmental, business, civil society. The fabric of any team should reflect every group
that has a say or stake in the related challenge – for example, experts, decision-makers, activists, field
practitioners, local community members, etc. Depending on the nature of the challenge faced, a range
of professionals and skills might be required within the broad problem-solving process – from
scientists and academics to people with practical and communication skills. The participation of
individuals from various fields and diverse backgrounds goes far beyond a casual or ad hoc
consultation of events, as seen within planning-based projects – the idea being to bring people
together to act and work collectively, and to follow through to the action stage, rather than finishing
at a conceptual phase.
The experimental nature of social labs is reflected in the process. The iterative approach, prototyping
interventions and managing a portfolio of promising solutions are an ongoing, sustained practice in
any social lab. As opposed to projects or program prototyping, which are not concerned with the
intermediate or end result timeframe, there is casual, daily effort as part of the experimental
morphology of social labs.
The systemic notion is derived by an institutional space, which fosters an overarching strategy built on
systems thinking. Ideas and initiatives are created as prototypes, meant to be systemic by nature –
where solutions developed via prototyping do not target the symptoms (“events”) of a challenge, but
attempt to fully eliminate the root cause.
Each of the three principals listed above have been exploited, to different extents, under various
settings and approaches, not only in developmental programs, but also within the private sector as
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this section will define. To catalyse the bottom-up initiatives in local communities, the EU LEADER14
program assembles people from the tri-sectors into a Local Action Group (LAG).15 While certain
working principles of LAGs and social labs are diametrically opposed, the idea of acting together to
address challenges is shared. While the Making Markets Work for the Poor (M4P) approach (also
known as Private Sector Development and Market Systems Development), focuses strictly on market
systems in seeking market-based solutions. Although it is largely attached to strategic planning, it also
originated from systems thinking and, thus, builds on systemic solutions of market constrains.
Furthermore, M4P employs facilitation as a working strategy, it does not implement a project or
program, but facilitates a process – in many senses as a social lab (as described in the following
sections). Moreover, one can consider prototyping, which is widely used in the agile management of
a number of industries and takes its roots from software development. The developmental strategy
of agile software evolved as an alternative to the then dominant waterfall method and Big Design Up
Front. Considering these examples, clearly such design principles have been used by mainstream
market for years, even decades, and therefore, social labs are not inventing anything new to account
for failings or a need for further validation. The novelty of social labs, though, is that they adapt and
systemize recognized working principles and methods to address complex social challenges.
The three design principles represent interlinked and interactive domains, where a socially diverse
team could improve the experimental process, and the systemic space may influence team
composition and the process, which in turn, might trigger adjustments to the system.
Challenges: The three design principles are not optional and they must be exemplified within a
successful social labs architecture, which is often problematic. It requires a great deal of commitment,
learning and substantial inconvenience for lab members, especially at the start.
(a) Team (socially diverse) – putting a small group of diverse people together in a room for two hours
is already difficult, let alone having twenty or more people, with different social backgrounds,
professions, interests, or levels of authority, work jointly and share a common goal for an extended
period. This issue has several angles to consider: What kind of team is required?; How many people
are needed within the team?; How are they selected and eventually convened?; How should power
and authority be balanced between team members?
Understandably, the type of team required relates to the nature of the challenge the lab aims to
address, however there are difficulties in establishing a diverse team, which is the first requirement
for starting a social lab. To successfully address extremely complex social problems, lab teams must
be composed of business, governmental and civil society representatives. Such teams are referred to
as “X-teams” (external teams).16 These individuals are primarily established professionals in their
respective spheres, and their core professional activities lay outside of the lab. The challenge of lab
founders (and team members) is to combine their external activities with the “development of
effective internal process”. Furthermore, an external team, based on the design principles of social
labs, has to be agile responding to their processes, another challenge that requires further learning.
Therefore, lab founders have to carefully prepare themselves for the facilitation of the entire process
(as described below). Thus, various questions may help such preparation: “How was the progress and

14

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEADER_programme
https://eufunds.gov.mt/en/EU%20Funds%20Programmes/European%20Agricultural%20Fund/Pages/LEADER
/Local-Action-Groups.aspx
15
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X-teams: How to Build Teams that Lead, Innovate and Succeed, Debora Ancona and Henrik Bresman
(Harvard Business Review Press, 2007)
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problems of the facilitators monitored and addressed? How were the facilitators and staff supported?
What kind of challenges did they face and how were these resolved in a healthy manner?” 17 While
the process of organizing a diverse team poses obvious challenges to lab founders, the focus on
externality equally sheds some light on how to put together an innovative team.
Another aspect of team assembly relates to the level of influence of its recruits. Is it necessary to
recruit “influential” people? How can one define or measure an individual’s level of influence? In the
first generation of social labs (2000-2010), founders aimed to find diverse but influential people.18 This
resulted in the spending of millions of dollars interviewing hundreds of people countrywide (India, the
Bhavishya Alliance) with very little success. A casual understanding of “influential” is tied to the mental
model, where those in high ranking governmental bodies and prominent NGOs, alongside notable
businessmen and generals were all thought to be influential. Thus, ironically, the first generation of
social labs, at times, fell under the influence of the dominant practice, as represented by the
established cultural paradigm. However, the development of social, scale-free networks has started
to change how influence is perceived. The internet has “bred” a “critical mass of easily influenced
people who were connected to other people who were easy to influence. When this critical mass of
people didn’t exist, not even the most influential people could get an idea to spread widely.” 19
Consequently, in later generations, labs changed their strategy to “open convening” – The Finance
Innovation Lab,20 for instance, sent out e-mail invitations to 5,000 targeted people. As a result, three
hundred people turned up to three events and, eventually, formed the lab. The process took one
month and used far fewer financial resources than the Bhavishya Alliance.
One frequently asked question of a lab team relates to scale – what is the optimal number of team
members to run a social lab? There is no exact, universal number applicable for all labs. While each
lab, based on its context, defines how many people it may need, experience indicates that a minimum
of 15-20 members is required to run a relatively small lab, which could grow over time, depending on
development. Equally, there is almost no definitive limit to how large a lab could grow. A feasibility
study of the Chicago Lab21 shows that they planned to form seven area-based teams with 35 members
in each; of the 35 members, 15 are seen as full-time, and the remaining 20 from each lab are budgeted
at 50% for four months. Among other issues, budgetary questions arise when considering the size of
lab teams (discussed below).
Finally, the important issue of power and authority between members regularly occurs during
discussions on team composition. By bringing together diverse stakeholders, a lab founder aims to
find stakeholders with different perspectives who will ultimately agree on the portfolio of approaches,
which will eventually develop into prototypes. Their main approach is in negotiation. A facilitation
team needs to make sure that the power stakeholders have outside the lab is equalized within their
team, and that their decisions are based on a rationale that develops via negotiation. Furthermore,
power is a relative conception. To eliminate a power disbalance among team members, and to better
understand each other, the lab secretariat from the Bhavishya Alliance lab placed participants in a
target community within a remote Indian village for one week. There governmental officials and upper
managers of big businesses had to reside alongside the champions and under the same conditions as
community members. In this situation the power balance shifted – understandably, team members,
17

http://social-labs.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/bhavishya.pdf
http://social-labs.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/bhavishya.pdf
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Grouped: How Small Groups of Friends are the Key to Influence on the Social Web, 2011, Paul Adams
20
https://financeinnovationlab.org/community/
21
http://social-labs.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/ChicagoLab_V3_26082017.pdf
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representing a community, were better equipped and each held more power in such a situation. This
exercise thus helped to abolish the power disbalance by the time the team returned to their lab in
Mumbai.
(b) The iterative process (experimental) – the second requirement for running a successful lab. The
basic premise behind the process is trial, error, observation and reflection. Each of these stages is
composed of sub-phases which require follow through actions to construct and maintain their
categorical process. Ideally, the best trial is one that maintains a fail-safe, where the consequences of
errors bear no lasting damage for the team or the goal. The more sophisticated the lab and its designed
process, the less the chance of dramatic failure.
In addressing complex social challenges, social labs often apply the U-Process (described in detail in
the Methodologies and Instruments section) as a “navigational map”. The U-Process, or Theory U, was
developed by the Society for Organizational Learning (SOL). Besides in social labs, the methodology
has also been widely utilized by businesses, entrepreneurs and inventors. “The U-Process takes what
has previously been an individual, tacit, intuitive, and largely unrepeatable practice, and embodies it
in a methodology that can be used collectively and consciously to open up and create visible fields of
opportunity”. There are three main phases that define the U-Process: Sensing, which refers to
experiencing the challenges and understanding system being addressed; Presencing, a digestion of
the previous phase to gather new insights; and Realizing (or cocreating), when new ideas are
crystalized and launched as prototypes.
Experimentation by its nature is free from formalism, yet to be constructive it requires a very formal,
disciplined regime in everyday work. Many social labs face the challenge of finding a balance between
their informal, free-flowing mode and their disciplined, competence-based practices. Thus, later
generation labs have learnt a great deal from the mistakes and discoveries of the first decade of labs.
Initially, they searched for the improvement and development of methodologies, techniques and a
theoretical base, alongside their ongoing actions. It is possible to see the issues they faced from a
memo of one Bhavishya Alliance (established in 2006) champion: “It is not clear to me who here is
capable of executing successfully on the ideas and plans presented in these initiatives. Asking for
volunteers with the time and passion to work on these projects as a full-time initiative leader is a scary
recruitment process. Where is task-based competency model? Where is the due diligence? Is anyone
willing to reach out and find the most qualified professionals and organizations to lead these
initiatives?”22
One of the greatest challenges first generation social labs experienced relates to the realization of
ideas. This challenge had two underlining causes: firstly, people did not exactly know how to manage
prototypes and initiatives; and secondly, this stage was about action, the launch of ideas and
“implementation”, which were familiar to lab members from their work lives. Consequently, these
members would turn to “old habits” and shift the process to a planning-based mode: developing
project proposals, organizational charts, Gantt charts, etc. Therefore, the biggest conceptual enemy
of any social lab – habitus – made its way ever back.
During his work with first generation social labs, Zaid Hassan devised rules to evaluate effective
practice:
1. Make what works stronger;
2. Let go what doesn’t work;
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3. Discover what you don’t have.
One of the reasons why teams were experiencing challenges in realization was that labs were not
methodologically prepared in the experimentation process. It took several years before the author of
The Social Labs Revolution discovered his third, and perhaps, most important rule – discover what you
do not have. The answer came from the Scrum approach, a part of agile management. The agile
philosophy, as an alternative of the waterfall model of software development, holds four principle
values, elaborated by field practitioners in 2001 within The Manifesto of Agile Software
Development:23
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan
That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.
As one can gauge, the principles from agile management are very close to the vision of social labs. The
discovery of the agile approach thus helped newer generation labs to improve and streamline their
processes toward experimental action. (A detailed review of the agile approach can be found in the
Prototypes section.)
As previously stated (section 3), systems thinking in general, specifically in the U-Process, unlike the
strategic planning model, incorporates three intellectual virtues defined by Aristotle, but in many ways
phronesis (practical wisdom, prudence) is the genesis for the theoretical base behind the U-Process.
For Aristotle, phronesis is the most important among the three, as its action balances the rationality
of episteme and techne and leads to sophia (the highest wisdom). Phronesis responds to experiences
in the present (presencing – the second phase of the U-Process) without judgment, and it is
developed through general life practice and other training unrelated to a specific focus. “Practical
wisdom cannot be something that is done to other people” (Z. Hassan), “it is something that an
individual actually does” (Z. Hassan). Therefore, to act through experience-based intuition to high
complexity and maintain an informed process of experimentation is a significant challenge. One
antidote social labs found in responding to this challenge is a basic checklist: “Checklists supply simple
checks to ensure the stupid but critical stuff is not overlooked, and they supply another set of checks
to ensure people talk and coordinate and accept responsibility while nonetheless being left the power
to manage the nuances and unpredictability the best way they know how.”24 Fundamentally, the
checklist is an experience-based, straightforward algorithm to help decision-making in complex
situations.
(c) Space (systemic) – in general social labs eschew predetermined results in favour of emerging
outcomes. Even the strategic goals created in the invitation stage are often somewhat ambiguous.
The general outline of a goal leaves plenty of room for interpretation and, as individuals each consider
the goal in their own way, it becomes more appealing for a range of participants to join the lab. This
moreover contributes to the diversity of a team and drives the formation of creative spaces.
Typically, those seeking change in social labs start by recognizing the gap between what is and what
is desired. The first step of sensing (the first phase of the U-Process), is Suspending; when team
members are asked to suspend their beliefs and judgments toward the challenge their lab aims to
23
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address. Suspending established beliefs is extremely difficult since throughout their careers
professionals are asked to do the opposite and elaborate on a judgment. Within the context of the
challenge as is, it also further enables the experience of other perceptions, or as defined by Martin
Heidegger through “being here”,25 which highlights the notional non-duality of life.
Systems thinking and respectively the U-Process are close to Aristotelian philosophy and, to a large
extent, share Heidegger’s non-dualism vision of the world. Social labs, at points of development,
having originated from systems thinking, faced a series of problem in addressing complex challenges,
when the theoretical base at labs disposals was, at that time, inadequate to comprehend emergent
properties.
Systems thinking regards complexity as a whole. The iceberg model, one map applied in systems
thinking, makes a distinction between events, patterns and driving forces, but it does not address
events, as it would then be dealing with symptoms, and thus a non-systemic response. However, one
must ask, what happens when a singular event, like 9/11, occurs and creates a new reality, or a series
of unique events, trends, structures? History and science are notably full of such “black swan
events”,26 and these situations represent “a rupture in the normal disposition of bodies and normal
ways of a particular situation”,27 which generates new possibilities. At this stage, when systems
thinking as a theory has no answer to emerging realities, an event, as Badiou notes, appears outside
of the ontology, beyond knowing, and thus, the iceberg model is unable to recognize it – “events come
prior to verification”. From a philosophical perspective, Heidegger’s non-dualism is in conflict with
Badiou’s distinction of the external and internal, however, for social labs, the notion that “events
rupture dispositions” builds on Heidegger’s and systems thinking philosophy to expand social labs’
available theoretical base to systemic responses.
To expand Badiou’s view, at times social labs cannot generate new realities, systems or services that
are verifiable before their realization. The Bhavishya Alliance can in many ways represent this theory.
It provoked unforeseen events that contributed to the creation of a better system for dealing with
child malnutrition. From a social lab perspective, this is social innovation. There is no guarantee that
a particular innovation will succeed, and it is impossible to know in advance what the new solutions
are before they have been discovered. The brilliance of Silicon Valley is in recognizing insightful human
nature and building an ecology that supports innovation, which consequently increases the probability
of success. Nicolas Negroponte, the founder of the Media Lab at MIT, notes: “Some things will not
happen in an economy only driven by markets. And that is the reason you need a Media Lab... The lab
was filled with solutions without knowing the problems. Seriously. We were not solving problems but
inventing solutions and developing technology, in many cases for its own sake. Like a gold mine,
companies just had to find it.”
In summary, systemic action requires a particular space and a particular organizational form. “A new
space cannot be born (produced) unless it accentuates differences”.28 This space allows the informal
to exist alongside the formal; it is externally orientated but dedicated to effective internal processes;
it is supportive of diversity and offers a high degree of autonomy; it fosters both phronesis and
emergent strategies; and, within this space, deep strategic commitment is paired with extreme tactical
flexibility. Therefore, the creation of a heterogenous systemic space is the 3rd requirement for building
a social laboratory.
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3.3 PRECONDITIONS
Before action and starting lab work, organizers must consider, and establish, four necessary
preconditions. These preconditions represent the challenge a lab wishes to address, the resources
necessary to launch, the people (team) who will undertake the work and, finally, the strategic direction
a lab will take to accomplish its goal.
1. Challenge: lab work begins with a clear statement of the challenge during the preparatory stage.
The challenge is the foundation for any strategic goal. The initial challenge statement should include
several elements which outline the lab’s strategic direction and, to a certain extent, defines the range
of external participants. It should articulate a specific reason why it is important and carry some
degree of diagnosis. Challenge statements often offer questions that are ambiguous, but same time
are quantifiable, in order to leave room for interpretation.
There are questions that define a challenge and statement of purpose. For example, the Sustainable
Food Lab included a sense of diagnosis, the importance of the issue, and they addressed their possible
path and their timeframe: “how to accelerate the movement of sustainably produced food from niche
to mainstream?” and “how to shift by 2018 the majority of the food bought and sold around the world
in a sustainability program in which such improvement is planned and measured?” The Chicago Lab,
which addressed youth unemployment and other social-economic problems, formulated the
challenge in the following way: “how can we create resilient livelihoods for 25,000 young Chicagoans
in 4 years?”
Therefore, before taking further steps, the first question to be answered is: What is the challenge the
lab wants to address?
2. Resources: as previously stated, social labs reside in a modern market niche and obtaining resources
is a challenge most labs have to deal with. Funding from donors and investors largely depends on the
return on investment ratio as defined within financial plans. The envisioned results outline the
required resources and the scope of work the lab is to undertake. The funders of commercial and socalled “development” schemes only have a projected, if somewhat clear, picture of the input-output
as reflected in numbers. However, the case is different for social labs, due to the nature of complex
social problems, working documents seldom include return on investment calculations. Social labs
regularly and intentionally avoid predetermined outcomes in favour of emerging structures. In
contrast to traditional projects, social labs, at least initially, pose more questions than answers.
Furthermore, prototypes and capital (physical and established networks, etc.) production aims are not
identified at the preliminary stage. For example, a lab team could design ten prototypes that are later
seen as social enterprises, but to attach hard, realistic numbers to these enterprises is a fruitless
exercise. The Maharashtra Lab, a part of the Bhavishya Alliance, pledged to produce three sets of
results: first, solution – three to six systemic, scalable, sustainable initiatives that can, by the end of
2007, substantially reduce child malnutrition in the five hardest-hit districts in Maharashtra; second,
relationships – High-trust relationships among participating leaders and their organizations, that will
enable them to continue to develop and implement breakthrough solutions to this and other vital
societal problems; third, capacities - strengthened capacity of participating individuals and teams to
undertake deep innovation and change in large and complex organizational and societal systems.
Considering its scope, it is difficult to imagine that a traditional donor would fund such a proposition.
It is noteworthy that the Maharashtra Lab was founded under the Bhavishya Alliance as a
development that was not initially envisioned, or planned, by the Alliance at its fundraising stage.
Despite the difficulties mentioned, there are plenty of labs around the world that are able to draw
capital and operate. This indicates that funds are available for social labs and that there are ways to
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attract donors and investors. The question comes down to what is proposed, how and to whom –
namely, what type of funders are concerned by the challenge posed? Therefore, having a professional
fundraiser on board is plausible, and when a professional is unavailable then a “shift of positions and
attitude is necessary prior to doing the work of fundraising”, because for a non-professional raising
significant funds is likely an impossible task.
In general, corporations are more enthusiastic in funding social labs, as their financing is more flexible
than governments and developmental aid agencies. Besides which, the private sector by nature is
more open to, and regularly seeks, innovation. Regardless of a prospective donor, in order to increase
its chances of funding, besides presenting the challenge and team, a lab should provide a value
proposition; for the Sustainable Food Lab the value proposition was part of the U-Process, as an
advanced social technology for innovation.
Taking a closer look at investment in the initial stage of the Sustainable Food Lab provides insights into
how funding is related to the challenge, and how a relevant proposition provokes actors with a stake
in the challenge to pledge financially. The initial phase of the SFL was funded by the Kellogg
Foundation, and at a later stage SYSCO corporation, Unilever and other food industry giants also
developed different funding schemes – some, like Unilever, became lab founders, while other offered
external funding. During its first two operational years, each founding corporation (30 in total) paid
84,000 USD in annual fees. The SFL is still functioning and its members, who have grown over the
years, continue to pay a membership due. The lab is also financed via private foundations and different
grants.
The Change Lab Fieldbook offers useful information about the funding models of labs.29 Significantly,
funding does not need to be raised at once and it can be divided into three distinct phases. The first
tranche of funding is needed for the initial stage of development – during the first two stages of the
U-Process, sensing and presencing. This is most difficult phase in finding a donor; there are no
initiations at this point and the majority of donors are thus unable to see specifics. The second tranche
is allocated for the realizing phase of the U-Process. The domains of initiatives (or prototypes) are at
this point identifiable and specific funding sources can therefore be targeted. For example, if the
challenge relates to fishing in Africa, a donor focused on African development might be approached.
The final tranche is required for the third phase, when labs scale up and institutionalize their
initiatives, by which time they have already implemented and demonstrated “the seeds of new
reality”. This phase usually comes 2-3 years after the start of a lab. “The second and third tranches of
funding are highly contextual and depend on the domain of the problem. The costs of pilot projects
and of scaling up will depend to a large degree on the domain within which the problem is located. A
project around rural regeneration in a single US State will have a different scale of funding in
comparison to a project that aims at eliminating global malnutrition.” Considering this information, it
is possible to have a sense of how labs work at different scales.
In conclusion, after clarifying the challenge, another vital question should be queried: what resources
will this require and from where it will come?
3. People: the next question to define is: who is required to address this challenge? This has been
discussed in detail in the context of social diversity (section 3.1: (a) Team) and will be further reviewed
from the perspective of “governance” and “team structure” in a later section, accordingly, to avoid
repetition, the following provides only a brief overview. Social labs are comprised of multiple teams
29
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and people – conveners, secretariat, facilitators, managers, retreat leaders, historians who document
the entire process, hosts, and core lab teams with up to 30-35 people in each. Not all labs need that
many people, and their size and structure depend on the nature and scale of the challenge the lab is
addressing. Each lab should decide who is needed to successfully address a challenge. This decision is
linked to representation and to the skills and capacities of the recruits. The recruitment strategy of
each lab may vary, but in general they look like a stakeholder mapping exercise – moving from close
allies and friends to colleagues and more distant associates, and finally to the general public. At this
stage, the role of the convenor is vital. The convenor is tasked with ensuring the employment of a
diverse set of people with common interests in the issue: “a convenor is typically someone who is
deeply and visibly committed to the resolution of a particular issue or problem. This depth of
commitment gives them the credibility to convene a group around a common purpose and demand a
similar commitment from the group. The convener is ideally someone who people trust in this role
and someone people value for inviting them into a process that addresses their own commitments
and needs.”30 A good lab invitation should therefore provide people with information on the event,
explain why they have been invited and why they should turn up.
4. Strategic direction: after the challenge has been defined, besides issues related to resources and
recruitment, social labs should answer another question - what direction should we take? In other
words, they must set a strategic path. As mentioned at the beginning of the review, a social lab is itself
a strategy, a laboratory and a multi-disciplinary collaboration (as defined by Zaid Hassan). This should
not be confused with strategic direction. A social lab is in general a strategy to address complex social
challenges, while a strategic direction is a guiding path to address specific challenges. It defines the
way solutions can be accomplished. For example, to solve youth unemployment, the Chicago Lab’s
strategic direction was to support the creation of an entrepreneurship ecosystem; although, they
could have used many other related strategies – formal or informal training, job counseling services,
etc.
Strategic direction is elaborated on via stakeholder interviews and analyses of the available
information, like statistical data, research reports, etc. Such an approach contributes to the
construction of a realistic, evidence-based picture. Consequently, a lab’s chosen direction will be
derived from their current background and this mitigates the risk of missteps in later stages.
The establishment of these four preconditions can be achieved using different tactics. People could
be convened through face-to-face interviews or e-mail invitation, and both are valid. Equally, funds
can be raised in many ways, such as through campaigning or approaching private funds. Choosing
between an in-house or an invited expert is also a tactical choice. In the case of the Sustainable Food
Lab, using the U-Process, their tactic was to bring team members to the point of realization of their
initiatives. The Chicago Lab’s strategic commitment was to create an entrepreneurship ecosystem in
Chicago, while their tactic was built around large-scale community mobilization, which acted as a
multiplier for any capital investments. To avoid dealing with parts instead of a whole system, it is
important not to confuse strategic commitment with tactics, or a systemic approach with tactical
thinking. For the purpose of social labs, deep strategic commitment is a continuous action – creating
multiple emerging strategies rather than a single one – and thus tactics facilitate strategic goals. If a
tactic fails to work, it should be put aside. As the second rule of the evaluation concept states: “Let go
what doesn’t work”. This idea relates directly to tactics. Therefore, tactics should be held lightly, while
strategy requires a deep commitment; confusing the two will ultimately lead to frustration and failure.
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Regardless of how large a lab will become, the preconditions must be considered by any lab. In theory,
social labs can be designed and operated at any scale. The social sphere is a scale-free space, and a
lab could start on a small scale and grow as needed. For example, the Maharashtra Lab, a part of the
Bhavishya Alliance, was created as three-months lab to launch a number of initiatives.
Labs could be set up at any level – global, country or community. However, when setting up local labs,
it is important to consider that many local problems have their roots at the national or even global
level. Therefore, this issue should also not be overlooked during the design of local labs.

3.4 SOCIAL LAB ARCHITECTURE
The structure and processes of social labs are typically organized in four main “lots” or “stacks”.
Depending on a lab’s vision of its structure, these lots could be more or less than four, reshuffled or
completely disregarded. The structural design of the lab presented here serves as an example of a
general idea of how core functions are distributed. In his attempt to better visualize a social lab’s
structure, Zaid Hassan defined the term “stack” to describe a lab’s “physical” arrangement, and it is,
essentially, the same as the units or departments in a traditional organization. It is then up to the user
as to which term is the most appropriate to a unique lab’s context.
Governance: Who decides what, when, and where?
It is again dependent on a lab as to how it structures its governance. However, the complexity of a
governing structure is contingent on the stage of a lab’s development – new labs do not necessarily
require establishing boards, advisory boards or have a place for champions, unlike more mature labs
that run multiple teams and work on prototypes. Beyond the lab team, every lab, regardless of their
maturity, is required to create a secretariat to deal with the entire facilitation process, management,
logistics, information sharing internally and externally, capacity building, documentation and
reporting.
Start-up labs are usually composed of two core teams – the secretariat and the lab team. Some roles
in the secretariat may be held by multiple people or one person may hold several roles. The lab team
is comprised of stakeholders who relate to the addressed challenge. At this stage, the lab is largely
concerned with convening, putting the U-Process on track (if a U-Process is applicable), analyzing the
problem, elaborating a common approach, defining the domains for initiatives, etc. On average, there
are around 25-35 people in a start-up lab team; usually personally invited individuals representing
their organizations, companies or governmental agencies. It is important that the core team be deeply
committed to the lab and its cause.
The governing structure, team composition and size begin to change for labs in progress – when a lab
reaches its second phase and starts prototyping. At the stage when prototyping takes place, the lab
team splits into several (depending on scale) sub-teams and new members are invited. Thereafter,
external donors and new conveners take a more active role, formal or informal, in the lab’s work. The
addition of new members must be handled very carefully and the roles of the secretariat and
especially the facilitator become utterly vital. A facilitator needs to insert new members into the team
without disturbing their previously established process, chemistry and trust, and at the same time
they must ensure that the new people understand the process and are on the same page as the rest
of the group. Thus, highly skilled facilitators are required for the successful inclusion of new recruits.
Mature labs are typically in the third stage of development, where prototyping has multiplied and
become institutionalized. At this stage, the top of the lab’s governing structure is represented by the
board and optional champions. The board is usually composed of founders, investors, lobbyists, etc.
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While champions are mostly high-profile individuals who give the lab legitimacy and act as
spokespeople when required, although they are generally not a part of the lab team. Advisory boards
are below the central board, and some mature labs with multiple teams have an advisory board for
every team. Governing structure also involves conveners – representatives from the government, the
private sector and civil society. At this point, labs often run multiple prototype teams and possibly,
sub-teams and, therefore, the number of members increases significantly.
Information: the stack or unit is responsible for aggregation, generation, and access of information
vertically and horizontally. Social labs cannot be imagined without receiving and generating
information, which is then analyzed and distributed both externally, among peer community, the
media, etc., and internally within the lab. The information is shared vertically with board members
and stakeholders and horizontally, among team members. Responsibility for information transmission
lies with the lab secretariat. While a facilitator, manager and a learning historian each work together
to coordinate and compile information from their respective areas of responsibility.
Capacity: a socially diverse team that is supported by facilitation, logistics, communications, analysis,
and documentation.
The capacity stack represents the results of team building efforts, a team’s intellectual capital and the
status of internal procedures, more so than a structural unit within the organization, such as
governance or information. It reflects the ability of constituent teams to achieve goals and intelligently
design the internal processes necessary to succeed. Certain questions are asked of teams to consider
their effectiveness: What type of team will be put together?; Is that team able to succeed?; How are
tasks distributed? Any team needs to be diverse, skillful and capable of working in different modalities.
Achieving an overall goal depends on team capacity, and, crucially from a social lab perspective, this
stack largely determines the funding of a social lab – investor and donor confidence “comes from an
experienced team, the quality of their vision in addressing a need, and their ability to ship a product
or deliver a service.”31 This is especially true in the context of social labs, where donors and investors
in many ways fund a team, not a plan.
Generally, over 80% of the budget of social labs is directed towards staff and administrative costs. A
budgetary overview of various labs helps understand how funding is allocated throughout social labs.
As an example, the Local Economic Development Lab32 distributes its budget as follows:
Management staff – 37.8%, intern salaries – 32.8%, admin – 10.9%, office space and equipment –
5.9%, evaluation – 3.9%, knowledge mobilization – 3.3%, intern training and incubation programming
– 2.1%, communication, branding, website – 1.6%, prototyping – 1.2%, other – 0.5%.
The breakdown highlights that just 1.2% of the total budget is allocated to prototyping, the most
“action-based” aspect of a social lab. However, prototype costs are also included in team member
salaries. While labs may distribute their budget differently, in general the allocation of funds remains
somewhat the same.
One common, and misleading, assumption people make is that social labs can be run using volunteers,
distinct from fulltime workers. But one must ask, how is it possible to solve some of the most complex
challenges with only one or two hours work a week? While volunteering is welcomed and needed in
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social labs, it also requires a deep commitment from all members – fulltime and part-time staff – and
the degree of commitment should be reflected in the budget and structural design of each lab.
Innovation: rapid prototyping, driving ideas to action. The innovation stack is deeply connected to the
process of prototyping, and it is reviewed in light of this.
Prototyping is often a familiar principle, though at the same time, it is surrounded by pretty vague
conceptions. Not only the general public, but also lab members, at points, become confused about
what prototypes really are, how they look, and what should be done with them.
Prototypes are not pilots – Prototypes are tested as pilot schemes in the real world once they have
been completed. The main distinction between pilots and prototypes is that the latter aims to deliver
results at an early stage and improve through the process of iteration, whereas a pilot is an actual
intervention in the system, with the potential to be scaled up and institutionalized. Another difference
between the two relates to the core, base approach of prototypes – unlike pilots, each prototype is a
part of “systemic spread betting” – multiple, small initiatives that run in parallel to increase the
probability of finding a systemic solution.
Prototypes developed in a social laboratory, understandably, cannot be a “physical”, material-based
product created within a laboratory, such as software or microchips. However, it could be an initiation
that enables the establishment of a social enterprise producing microchips; the development of the
new business model for value chain actors; a project implemented by stakeholders; or it could be a
collaboration between the private and civil society sector, resulting in the launch of a notable
programme or project, for instance addressing climate change or developing a methodology for how
to measure methane in farms.
Prototypes might be thought of as simulations; in social labs, numerous simulations running
concurrently. Through prototyping an emerging concept is materialized at an early stage to receive
feedback from stakeholders as quickly as possible. Prototypes go through the iterating process to offer
stakeholders an idea of how they will fare in the real world. The various prototype teams are
constantly communicating and sharing ideas with each other, and this acts as is a significant stage of
prototyping. Besides giving feedback and improving each prototype, such communication helps
establish links between prototypes as part of a systemic solution. Through the iteration and evaluation
process, prototypes, as a response to complex challenges, gradually develop from crude simulations
into complete initiatives, ready to be transferred from simulative systems to life. Stakeholders then
real world test these seed prototypes as pilots. Prototypes are institutionalized after their pilot
projects have ended and stakeholders have decided to invest.
There are a few dimensions that should not be overlooked during the review phase of prototyping,
known as co-realization, or co-creation in the U-Process. The first is related to the actual prototyping
process, and how it is technically, methodologically managed. Another refers to the path a lab team
takes towards prototyping driven action, and the theoretical base of this path.
The first generation labs really struggled in designing and maintaining the experimentation process of
prototyping. At that stage, in the first decade of the 2000s, the private sector and, specifically,
software development companies were already implementing agile management, developed on a
prototype-based approach. One method applied to hold the experimentation process together, called
scrum, was later transferred into prototyping for social lab purposes. The scrum method, as previously
described, was developed from the principles of the agile manifesto. Scrum starts with the articulation
of a successful scenario among team and sub-team members. Thereafter, the team develops backlogs
– lists of tasks necessary for efficacious results. The team also organizes time cycles called sprints. The
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team decides which task from the backlog it will attempt to complete during a sprint, and the process
might take a week or two. Once the sprint starts, the team scrums every day, for a short period of
time, to communicate the various challenges. The team also has a coach, who troubleshoots problems
discussed during the scrum; where there are multiple teams, each has its own coach. Weekly planning
meetings are then organized upon the completion of at least one sprint, involving a retrospective of
what was achieved over the previous week. The sprints continue until every task from the backlog is
completed. Based on their development, the backlog of tasks may change while teams are engaged in
sprints. In such a case, the team completes their ongoing sprint and then returns for a new task.
Although developing an iterative process requires certain master skills and concrete methodology, it
is noteworthy that the route to realization assumes a systemic vision and a holistic understanding that
all the properties are interconnected. As a navigation map to this theory, the U-Process sits at the
heart of “a stakeholder driven, whole system and sustainable innovation process. If the Sensing Phase
has been done well, the Lab Team members will be intimately familiar with the system, both wellinformed intellectually and with an intuitive sense of the whole, which will influence the nature of the
initiatives they design.”33 Although measuring impacts of the U-Process on an addressed system is
extremely difficult, it undoubtedly leaves traceable footprints on its final outcome. The realization and
thus prototypes produced at this stage in many ways represent the learning process of the first two
phases. Social labs are not needlessly systemic, rather the systemic approach enables labs to find
sustainable social solutions. As John Thackara notes, “Eighty percent of a product, service or system’s
environmental impact is determined at the design stage.”34 For social labs, the design stage is
informed by the previous stages and, thus, the nature and degree of sustainability is determined by
the entire process, right from the beginning.

3.5 MULTIPLE FORMS OF CAPITAL – OUTCOMES OF SOCIAL LABS
Producing multiple forms of capital: the evaluation of outcomes represents one of the major
challenges social labs face, not only for donor and investment purposes, but from their own
perspectives as well. Indeed, what do social labs produce? and how does one evaluate the completed
work? Answering these questions offered further lessons learned by later generation labs from their
early counterparts.
John Michael Greer, in How Civilizations Fall: A Theory of Catabolic Collapse, points out that the
productive capacity of a civilization depletes the existing capital and resources to the point when the
latter can no longer be regenerated at the rate required to support the production of new capital.35 If
a civilization cannot produce new forms of capital, it will continue to consume its remaining resources,
which will be converted into waste without the fresh production of capital.
While “capital”, according to Greer, has several forms, such as physical capital (food, forests, etc.),
human capital (doctors, workers), social capital (social hierarchies and economic systems),
informational capital (technical knowledge), market driven systems are effectively measured by a
single form of capital – money. Although money it is a part of the economic system, and respectively,
an aspect of social capital, it is equally “a mechanism for allocating and controlling capital rather than
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a form of capital in its own right”. In the current market systems, other forms of capital are often
largely undervalued. For example, mining companies generate financial capital at the expense of
depleting natural capital.
Concerns over the depletion of natural resources and draining social capital have been raised over
several decades, however, little has changed. Civilization is perfectly aware that the consumer driven
economy will eventually lead to collapse. For instance, consuming less meat and more grains is clearly
better for our health and for the environment, nevertheless the meat industry is growing. Humanity
still measures its progress through GDP, which only considers the economic output and disregards
many environment impacts, like decreasing natural resources, and social factors, such as access to
healthcare and education. Such a heterogenous combination of knowledge and behavior, according
to Bourdieu, can be attributed to habitus. In this case, habitus is the mental model, which “can be
collectively orchestrated without being the product of organizing action of a conductor.”
One of the missions, and opportunities, for the new generation of social labs is to generate a
continuous flow of different forms of capital, sustainable and accessible to wider society, to break
from the cycle imposed by a model bound to a single form of capital. The different forms of generated
capital and their degree of sustainability are how successes and failures of social labs should be
measured.
Building on the experience of the first labs, practitioners created a set of measurable results a social
lab should adhere to. These results are arranged within the three dimensions of capital – Physical,
Informational and Social.
Notable, that prototypes should be viewed as final outcomes of social labs. Prototypes are an initial
set of results from a social lab. The prototypes are then implemented as projects, or in other forms,
to produce capital.
Physical Capital (infrastructure) – a set of services, a new ecosystem or physical infrastructure, created
through the implementation of prototypes, belonging in the domain of physical capital. For example,
an ecosystem of social enterprise or a social enterprise providing services to the youth, created via
prototyping, are both aspects of physical capital. The prototype based initiation which developed into
the Computer – Aided Adult Literacy, Health and Nutrition Awareness project in India (the Bhavishya
Alliance) is another clear example of physical infrastructure.
Social Capital – increased trust and capacity for collective action is part of the social capital domain.
One example of social capital is the ongoing partnership between stakeholders in the Sustainable Food
Lab within the global food sector.
Human Capital – the third set of generated capital. Human capacity, generated through social labs,
also belongs within social capital. Throughout the entire lab process, internal and external members
enhance their capacities in different manners. These capacities are thereafter exported from a lab and
applied to other areas.
Intellectual Capital – the set of results corresponding to experience and formal learning acquired
during the design and implementation of social labs. Alongside financial capital, it falls in the domain
of information. Labs should be viewed as stable platforms for innovation, which require financial
investment and, therefore, their ability to generate financial capital should be considered.
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4. METHODS AND APPROACHES
4.1 THE U-PROCESS
The U-Process, or Theory U, has been widely applied in social lab practice as a navigational map.
Naturally, it is not the only method used in social labs and different labs use different approaches. The
U-Process is based on the notion that the inability to see reality (the whole environment of a system)
is the biggest barrier to systemic change. As previously stated, the U-Process in many ways originated
from phronesis and builds on the belief that it is possible to gain insights into our intractable problems
if we develop certain capacities under the right conditions. It seeks to complement rationality with
other non-rational thinking. Facing challenges people or organizations often respond with solutions
they are familiar with. However, complex challenges require a different, less reactionary response –
one developed from a deeper insight.
The U-Process is composed of three phases and seven capacities. To move from phase to phase, a
practitioner must utilize the capacities within the parts of each phase.
Phase 1: Sensing – the purpose of the sensing phase is to uncover reality and see the system as a
whole. Very often people’s judgment or understanding of how things are done prevents them from
seeing the reality. The goal of this phase is to enable actors to put away their professional and casual
tools, opinions, and social status, and find answers through deeper insight by becoming a part of the
reality. Uncovering the reality is especially important for social labs – participants are regularly invited
to labs because they excel in their respective fields, therefore, they are often convinced they know
the whole system inside out. Nevertheless, regardless of how professional they are, they only ever
know part of the system. A further key point in the sensing process is that actors learn how to “discover
reality” together, and to follow a collective process to the end. To various degrees, the U-Process (in
all three phases) is a continuous practice throughout the entirety of a lab’s lifecycle, but sensing is
almost inseparable from all other lab stages. While it starts at the invitation stage, as a part of the
interview dialogues, where participants explain their understanding of the lab. Sensing also
complements the next phases, presencing and then at the beginning of realization, when team
members discuss the specific problems they are working on. During the sensing phase, practitioners
develop two key capacities to uncover reality – suspending and redirecting.
Suspending relates to suspension of judgement: “Suspending is about seeing beyond the habitual
lenses and filters suspending our mental pictures and concepts, our judgment, our positions, and our
expectations about what we will see”.36 Suspending does not aim to reject individuals’ judgements
but refers to their close examination, it helps to become aware of personal predispositions and biases,
which is also a precondition for the next facet.
Redirecting, the second relevant capacity, refers to the ability to listen and see from different
perspectives. Redirecting broadens the notions of place and time. The first step of redirecting is to
move away from an individual viewpoint and consider the perspectives of others. During a redirection
exercise at the Sustainable Food Lab, team members were asked to define the word “sustainable”. It
appeared that every participant had different visions – organic coffee producers from the Netherlands
understood sustainability from an environmental context, while sugar manufacturers in Brazil linked
it to financial stability. But the ultimate goal of this capacity is not just to take note of other
perspectives, rather to start seeing a problem from the inside, without separating the “self” from the
whole.
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This phase overall is about transforming perceptions. The tools and exercises applied during this phase
are learning journeys; such as developing system sight through observational exercises, voices from
field exercises or ladders of inference, etc. It is notable that each exercise, including leisure activities,
is implemented under a strict protocol prepared in advance.
Phase 2: Presencing – this phase provides deeper insight into the system, the processes within it, the
roles of participants, and what they individually and collectively need to do. Often, people attempt to
change a system based on objectivity, forgetting that they are a part of its core. Expert driven plans,
developed for others, are a classic example of this difficulty. Ultimately, systems will not change if
people who want such change do not consider their positions - where they stand in the system, how
it influences them, and what it asks of them. The presencing phase is a core aspect of the U-Process
that completes the previous sensing phase and prepares the launch of the realization phase.
Letting go is the first capacity of this stage. Usually, when people are required to respond to problems,
they turn to their habitual, “proven” assumptions and instruments. The general subconscious belief is
that things will be fine if others act on what we regard as right. Letting go is an act of abandoning such
a perception. In other words, people arrive with baggage that needs to be dropped off, and thus it is
about opening the doors to whatever might emerge. This is an exceedingly difficult task, but it is a
prerequisite to new creation. In many ways, letting go is a deeper layer or higher level of the
suspending and redirecting capacities.
Letting come – alongside letting go is considered one of the most difficult capacities to achieve. It
requires finding the edge between the conscious and unconscious to capture a deeper knowledge and
sense of purpose, which surfaces when one experiences a connection to the whole. Practitioners
regularly struggle to grasp this capacity, as they try too hard to force something new to come. They
frequently concentrate so much and intentionally attempt to push the process forward that it blocks
the subconscious from emerging. This capacity is not about acquiring new skills through formal
learning or defined steps, rather to allow oneself to enter a certain state of mind, where the
interaction of conscious and subconscious enables new insights by falling into a complete openness
and finding whatever emerges. Considering such difficulties here, the role of facilitator becomes ever
more instrumental. The facilitator should manage to take away any psychological burden of
accomplishment, without diminishing its significance.
Peter Senge considers presencing the most important and defining phase of the U-Process. The
authors of Presence suggest that the “experience has been termed presencing because it is about
becoming totally present-to the larger space or field around us, to an expanded sense of self, and,
ultimately, to what is emerging through us. Once we have achieved that stance, as individuals and as
a team, moving up the U involves acting in service of bringing that emerging reality into being.”37
The presencing phase helps actors to transform their self and will. The tools and exercise applied
during this stage include an innovation retreat, meditation, time alone, etc. Each exercise is again
implemented according to a strict protocol and developed in advance.
Phase 3: Realizing – this phase is entered with clarity regarding what needs to be done next. There is
no exact picture, although its direction is outlined. At this stage, teams have an overall idea of what
they want to accomplish, and they start delivering multiple, rapid ideas that develop over time. The
Realizing phase also contributes to transforming actions.
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Crystalizing – is a capacity where stakeholders agree on initiative domains, and review and reframe
the problems within each domain to prepare for moving further. This capacity usually consists of a
series of workshops and meetings between sub-team members that help define problems for each
innovation, to brainstorm, to narrow down ideas, etc.
Prototyping – is rapid-cycle creation, evaluation, iteration and implementation of multiple alternative
solutions. During this phase, sub-teams develop their prototypes to the point when they are
discernable and understandable to stakeholders. This process starts with the initiation of a general
idea, and through iteration and improvement ends with a complete, tangible prototype. When the
sub-teams complete the prototyping process, they are ready to take these initiatives into the real
world as pilot projects. Before the pilots become a project, they are still monitored to detect any issues
with flow and for improvement during the project stage.
Institutionalizing – when pilots end, potential donors and investors review initiatives and the
associated business plans to decide which initiatives will be funded, and institutionalized. After that,
the lab team convenes to analyze why certain initiatives succeeded and other failed, in order to discern
who they need to engage with, to find other ways of scaling up, etc. Such an analysis explicates how
large-scale changes happen, and likely hence why the institutionalizing stage is referred to as a
capacity.

4.2 CO-CREATION
Co-creation is not a marketing tool, survey instrument or communication methodology that captures
suggestions and registers feedback, rather it is a process of collective creativity that produces new
ideas. This process entails a collaboration of various actors to address a shared challenge. There is
though no single model for how co-creation works; teams each develop, organize, and carry out the
co-creation process differently. Co-creation and social labs have much in common but they equally
have their differences.
Like social labs, in general, co-creation does not set pre-determined outcomes. The eventual goal of
co-creation is innovation. Co-creation processes can have different strategic directions, with some
leading to established, functional outcomes, while others find more conceptual solutions.
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The governance structure of a co-creation project is extremely similar to the general structures of
companies and organizations. It is generally composed of three levels of governing: 1. the operational
committee, which includes a project manager and team; if needed, representatives of partners or
donor organization can be included within the committee. This unit deals with the daily operations of
the co-creation project. 2. The steering committee, typically composed of project managers, directors
or the executive managers of partners, donors and of implementing organizations. This committee
defines strategic directions and deals with partnership matters. 3. The advisory committee is a higher
governing structure, which, besides the steering committee members, often includes the presidents
of the organizations involved and key external stakeholders. Its function is to review overall progress
and address political issues.
Co-creation brings together diverse stakeholders to address various challenges. The participants in cocreation come from the government, civil society and the private sector (also academia, when
required). Their respective knowledge, know-how, skills and networks are pooled together to define,
address and solve problems collectively. The strategic vision of co-creation is built around the notion
that none of the actors individually have enough capacity (intellectually, socially, financially, etc.) to
resolve significant problems. Whereas, with an ultimate objective of working together towards a
solution for common challenges, each stakeholder gains something from participation. Co-creation
generates innovation and new information (like the multiple sources of capital in social labs), which is
thereafter used independently by the stakeholders. Therefore, co-creation principles, in terms of
contribution and gain, are based on equality and maintaining an opensource mentality to create winwin situations for actors with different agendas. The basic characteristics of co-creation are akin to
some of the concepts built around social labs, such as: convening diverse stakeholders; having a
purpose that reaches the action stage and does not end at the development of ideas; addressing
complex challenges while enabling actors to meet their own goals; providing freedom for individual
suggestions and approaches within a defined structure; and maintaining a creative and evolving
process, as opposed to following a linear approach. Much like social labs, co-creation also starts with
the identification of a specific challenge.
To motivate stakeholders to join the process, the challenge posed should be complex enough to
outweigh the skillset of any single actor tackling the task. While a challenge does not necessarily have
to be extremely complicated, it should involve a certain level of complexity. Besides which, at the
invitation stage, the challenge should be ambiguous and require a degree of diagnosis. Stakeholders
thus have the liberty to reshape the initial challenge over time. An extremely specific, detailed
challenge would not leave space for interpretation or discussion and this would therefore deter
stakeholders. When stakeholders define a common goal at an early stage, it helps ensure their
commitment, as they become keen to see the benefits of the action and more open to pledge the
required investments, moreover they know what to expect from the process and risks of later
misunderstandings are minimized. The criteria deciding which stakeholders to invite is based on the
capacities of individuals and organizations (can they contribute sufficient knowledge, networking, or
resources to address the challenge?).
Commitment to the purpose of co-creation is also a factor for consideration. Hence, recognizing and
considering new perspectives and their value is key in co-creation. Consequently, including members
from different circumstances and with diverse perspectives is fairly essential. Diversity implies that
members will also have different backgrounds, attitudes, levels of authority and work habits, and that
some are better at group work than others. As with social labs, the role of facilitator is therefore crucial
in co-creation to maintain progress over time. Depending on the nature of challenge, co-creation can
be an internal process, composed of participants from one field, geographical or market segment, or
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it can be a broader experience, convening people from multiple sectors. However, even internal cocreation deals with the diversity of groups, as such, facilitation should still not be overlooked.
The working process in co-creation is arranged in small groups of eight to ten people. To ease the
process and group decision-making, facilitators need to control the entire developmental flow, while
not grabbing the spotlight. They must have a deep understanding of the specific topic of discussion
and the whole problem in order to direct the best questions; choose the right timing for each question;
encourage stakeholders to engage more actively; and to turn the discussion towards new directions.
Furthermore, a facilitator must ensure equality and avoid the formation of any type of hierarchy. A
facilitator’s task is to maintain the balance between a heated discussion and conflict – where
emotional discussion is seen as a prerequisite for developing new ideas and eventual progress, conflict
might ruin the process. The elaboration of a shared vision and creating a trusting, free atmosphere
also fall within a facilitator’s remits. Facilitators, within their strategy, must determine which
facilitation techniques will be applied. For example, World Café LEGO Serious Play is one of many
facilitation methodologies that has been successfully used in co-creation.
Co-creation is a structured process that uses developed general schedules, workshop agendas,
research timelines, frames for individual interviews and group discussions, etc. The designed structure
moreover considers the space and process for creativity and individual inputs as integral elements
towards attaining final results. The freedom to work on the formulation of challenges enables
stakeholders to deepen their commitment over time and develop a sense of ownership for the entire
process. The structure should be flexible enough to give stakeholders at least some degree of control
over the applied methods. Nevertheless, stakeholders have to reach a consensus and build a shared
vision when working collectively; considering their pace, each other’s perspectives, and finding a
common language all depend on their structure and facilitation process. The best way to overcome
certain differences is to allow each stakeholder the ability to openly define the focus or the
terminology, and to listen to everybody in the room. This may be achieved through different exercises,
but the idea is somewhat alike the sensing phase in the U-Process.
The Double Diamond process is one widely applied method in co-creation design. “The Double
Diamond is a visualization of a creative process, or a design sprint, and allows any UX [Users
Experience] designer to understand and respond to the users’ needs.”38 It is composed of two
diamond areas across four phases, with two in each diamond. The first two phases are related to
research, gathering information, and discussion – the analytical stage. The last two phases could be
jointly referred to as the concept stage, which is concerned with development and delivery; an
iterative design process similar to the institutionalizing phase of the U-Process. The illustration below,
approximately, points out the dynamics of divergence and convergence throughout the co-creation
process. During the first phase, a variety of ideas and information are created – diverging. Thereafter,
through analyses and refining prior information, the best idea is narrowed down – converging. The
same process is repeated during the second phase through the iteration process.
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The analytical phase fully covers the challenge to Understand (or Discover) a problem.39 This phase
develops the foundations for the next stage to Define (also referred to as Refine), where co-creation
teams merge their information through concrete and productive questioning and in-depth
discussions. By this stage, participants find deeper insight into all the possibilities discovered within
the previous phase (equating to the sensing-presencing relationship) and ask: What is workable?;
What is strategic?; How will it work?
After defining has been finalized and problems clearly specified, the process moves into the concept
stage, the first part of which is to Develop, where teams define possible solutions. Usually, teams
develop three to four seed initiatives (prototypes) that are presented to target groups for feedback.
Based on the feedback, the analysis team make improvements to the prototypes. The last step is to
Finalize (also known as Delivery), where participants launch and test the pilot. Both aspects of the
concept phase involve, and are based on, iteration, trial, and testing to improve the final product.
It is significant that the Double Diamond process is not linear, thus within co-creation participants may
choose to return to an earlier phase in the process. This is important as at times plans fail or
experimentation might lead to new challenges and questions, and such issues may force teams to
return to the starting point.
There are no universal methods or tools guiding participants through the process, consequently each
co-creation team defines their available, and suitable, paths and methodologies. It is generally
recommended that a project maintains milestones to outline its developmental trajectory, and the
Double Diamond provides one core tool delivering such guidance.
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CONCLUSION – SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS












The prevalent strategic planning model has its values, but in light of its social problems,
Georgia is facing the need for novel approaches. Such tactics ought to be oriented towards
systemic solutions, especially for those working in the domain, and considering how the
existing remedies of strategic planning fall short at delivering sustainable change. Therefore,
it is important to find systemic approaches and test different systems and methods for
adoption, from agile management to scenario planning and co-creation.
Complex social challenges arise from different interactive properties and are thus emergent
by nature. Due to their emergent form, these challenges generate a constant flow of
information. Information that is processed and analyzed equally produces new streams of
information. Constantly updated information “forces” actors to adjust their behavior and to
adapt to change, and such adaptation is the third characteristic of complex social challenges.
The developmental domain of the mainstream market is dominated by the “strategic
planning” model response to complex social challenges. This model is largely based on the
logic of input-output, which selects outcomes in advance and, thus, does not study the
emergence of new developments. Strategic planning is an expert driven model, in which
planners are detached from the ground and develop plans based on their vision of the
problem and solution. Experts generally try to fit the situation to the strategy, not vice versa.
Finally, expert plans eschew events and trends that they are unable to measure and that
cannot be expressed on paper. Overall, “strategic plans” are predictive (linear), detached
(homogenous) and formal (flatland), which prevents them from finding systemic and
sustainable
solutions
for
complex
social
challenges.
However, this model carries certain undoubted values and is applicable within a wide range
of fields, including the social sphere.
Social labs are a strategy for addressing complex social challenges, based on laboratory
principles within a multi-disciplinary collaboration. They are not a tool, method, project, or
approach, rather an institutional space supportive of laboratory practices. Social labs are
defined by three core characteristics: 1. They focus on specific challenges; 2. They are a stable
space supportive of the practices required to address a challenge; 3. They maintain a
disciplined practice of experimentation.
The iceberg model is one of the main tools applied by social labs to ensure a systemic approach
and address root problems rather than symptoms. The iceberg model was developed by Peter
Senge in order to see the problem as a whole. The model highlights that complex systems are
composed of events, patterns (trends) and invisible driving forces (system structure), and that
to achieve sustainable results actors should distinguish and address not the events or trends,
but those driving forces. Later generation social labs observed that, besides the whole
structure, there are emergent events that “ruapture dispositions” – pivotal singular events
(like 9/11) that generate a series of actions, trends, and changes to the environment, and
although they are outside the focus of the iceberg model, they do require a response.
Social labs must have a socially diverse team composition. The lab team must reflect the
diversity of the challenge addressed and should be composed of professionals with a range of
skills based around the context of the work. Invited external team members must combine
their external activities with an effective internal process. The second principle of lab design
is that the process must be Experimental – lab practices represent iterative trials that
constantly test solutions. Iteration is a casual, daily effort, representing the experimental
morphology of social labs. To implement and maintain experimental processes, social labs
apply the methods of agile management. The third principle is linked to space – the
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institutional space of systemic solutions, those which go beyond part of the system or
symptoms and address a problematic root cause. The organizational culture of social labs
should: support the heterogenous nature of the social sphere; build a space where the
informal exists alongside the formal; dedicate externally orientated details to effective
internal processes; offer diverse stakeholders a high degree of autonomy; the systemic
approach should not exclude an emergent strategy; and it should pair deep strategic
commitment with extreme tactical flexibility.
Before acting, a social lab must establish several preconditions. These preconditions represent
the challenge a lab wants to address, the resources required to launch, the people (team) who
will undertake the work, and the strategic direction the lab will take to accomplish its goal.
Each lab may have further preconditions, yet these four are integral.
o The challenge is where a lab centers its work and builds its action plan. An initial
challenge statement should include several elements that outline the lab’s strategic
direction and, to a certain extent, define the range of external participants. Moreover,
it should carry some extent of diagnosis. Challenge statements pose questions that
are ambiguous and leave room for interpretation, but are equally quantifiable.
o Before acting, a lab should define the resources it needs to address the challenge and
define what is available. Funding does not need to be raised at once and is typically
broken into three distinct phases: The first tranche covers the initial phase of
development - convening, sensing, and presencing (within the first two stages of the
U-Process). This is the most difficult phase in finding a donor – as there is not yet any
initiation, the majority of donors cannot see the specifics. The second tranche is
allocated for the realizing phase of the U-Process. By this point, initiative domains (or
prototypes) have already been identified and, thus, specific funding sources can be
targeted. The final tranche is needed for the third phase, to scale up and
institutionalize the initiatives, by which time have already been implemented and
“demonstrate the seeds of new reality”.
o The next precondition is people. Social labs are comprised of multiple teams,
including: team members, conveners, secretariats, facilitators, managers, retreat
leaders, learning historians who documents the entire process, hosts, and the core
lab teams of up to 30-35 people in each. Although not all labs need that many people
because their size and structure depends on the nature and scale of the challenge
being addressed. For social labs, the donors and investors, when evaluating their
interests in any challenge, consider the value proposition, and take note of many
facets, but ultimately they fund a team, not plans.
o The strategic direction is the guiding path laid out for any specific lab challenge being
addressed. It defines how a solution may be found. The strategic direction is
elaborated through stakeholder interviews and analyses of the information available
– the statistical data, research reports, etc. Maintaining such an approach contributes
to the construction of a realistic, evidence-based picture.
The structure of social labs can be different from lab to lab, and it highly depends on their
stage of development. Start-up labs generally consist of one lab team and a secretariat. The
secretariat oversees the entire facilitation process, management, logistics, internal and
external information sharing, capacity building, documentation and reporting. Some roles of
a secretariat may be held by various people or one person may hold multiple roles. The lab
team is comprised of stakeholders, relating to a specific challenge. As a lab moves closer to
maturity, the governing structure becomes denser and the process more complicated. At a
mature stage, the top level governing structure is represented by the central board and
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optional champions. The board is usually composed of founders, investors, lobbyists, etc.
While champions are mostly high-profile individuals, who give the lab legitimacy and act as
spokespeople when required, they, typically, are not a part of the lab team. Some mature labs
with multiple teams have an advisory board for each team. The advisory board is below the
central board. Finally, at the bottom of the vertical line are conveners – representatives of the
government, the private sector and civil society. By this point, labs run multiple prototype
teams and possibly, sub-teams and the number of members is significantly increased.
There is no limit to how many people may comprise a “perfect” lab. The classic lab, used as a
reference point within this review, is composed of 25-35 people. However, relatively small
start-up labs operate with far fewer people on board and have a lighter structure. Social labs
cannot be run using volunteer principles, and should employ fulltime and part-time staff,
while also incorporating volunteer work.
In general, the structure and processes of social labs are organized into four main lots, called
stacks. These stacks can theoretically be more or less than four, completely reshuffled or even
disregarded – how the design is structured depends on a lab’s vision.
o The information stack is responsible for aggregation, generation, and access to
information vertically and horizontally. Social labs cannot be realized without
receiving and generating information, which is analyzed and distributed both
externally, among peer community, media, etc., and internally within the lab. The
information is shared vertically, with board members and stakeholders, and
horizontally, among team members. The responsibility for the transmission of
information lies with the lab secretariat.
o The competence of the governance stack is to decide who does what, when, and
where?
o The capacity stack refers to constituting a socially diverse team that is supported with
facilitation, logistics, communications, analysis and documentation. This stack
represents the result of team building efforts, intellectual capital and the status of
internal procedures, more so than its structural unit within an organization.
o The innovation stack is deeply connected to the process of prototyping. Through
prototypes, an emerging concept is materialized at an early stage, thus feedback from
stakeholders can be provided as soon as possible. Prototyping goes through an
iterating process to give stakeholders an idea of how such an architype will manage
in the real world. Different prototype teams are in constant communication with each
other to share their ideas. Besides offering feedback and improving each prototype,
as a part of a systemic solution, such communication helps establish the links between
prototypes. Through the iteration and evaluation process, acting as a response to
complex challenges, prototypes gradually develop from crude simulations to
complete initiatives, ready to be transferred from simulations to life. These seed
prototypes are then piloted in the real world by stakeholders. If stakeholders decide
to invest, and after the pilot projects have ended, prototypes are institutionalized.
Prototypes are not pilots – prototypes are tested as pilots in the real world only once they
have been completed. The main difference between the two is that prototypes are designed
to deliver results at an early stage and improve through the process of iteration, while a pilot
is an actual intervention in the system, with the potential to be scaled up and institutionalized.
In essence, prototypes are the initial results of a social lab. Prototypes are thereafter
implemented in real life as projects or in other forms to produce capital.
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Systemic spread betting – in social labs, prototypes can act as multiple simulations running in
parallel. Each prototype is a part of an overall approach to increase the probability of finding
a systemic solution.
Social labs produce multiple forms of capital which help evaluate the work implemented. The
capital generated correspond to three main domains: physical, social and informational.
o Physical Capital (infrastructure) – a set of services, a new ecosystem or physical
infrastructure created through the implementation of prototypes. One such prototype
based initiation became the Computer – Aided Adult Literacy, Health and Nutrition
Awareness project in India (the Bhavishya Alliance), and provides an example of
physical infrastructure.
o Social Capital – increased trust and capacity for collective action is a part of the social
capital domain. An example of social capital is the ongoing partnership between the
Sustainable Food Lab stakeholders within the global food sector. Another capital
generated in this domain (social capital) is Human capacity capital. Throughout the
entire lab process, internal and external members enhance their capacities in different
directions; these capacities are later exported from the lab and applied to other areas.
o Intellectual Capital corresponds to the experience and formal learning acquired during
the design and implementation of social labs. Alongside intellectual capital, financial
capital also relates to the informational domain. A lab should be viewed as a stable
platform for innovation, that which requires financial investment and, thus, maintains
an ability to generate financial capital.
The U-Process is a social technology for addressing complex challenges. It is an innovative
process, a theory, and a set of practices for creating a specific environment that supports
definitive forms of learning. The U-Process is composed of three phases - sensing, presencing
and realization. Each phase involves a set of capacities, with seven in total. The adopted
capacities help actors to suspend judgment toward the object of focus, gain different
perspectives for new insights on the issue and, through an evolved collective understanding
of reality, implement the experimental process. The U-Process is widely used by advanced and
mature labs (as well as businesses) as their main navigation map, however, it is not a must
and many labs apply different instruments to guide them throughout the process.
Co-creation is a process of collective creativity that helps produce new ideas. Its definition
entails collaborations from various actors in addressing a shared challenge. Depending on the
nature of the challenge, co-creation can be an internal process, with participants from just
one field, geographical area or market segment, or it can be a broader experience, convening
people from multiple sectors.
The Double Diamond is a visualization of a creative process, or a design sprint, and allows any
UX (Users Experience) designer to understand and respond to their users’ needs. It is
composed of two diamond shaped areas and four phases – two in each area. The first two
phases are related to research, gathering information, and discussion – and thus can be
considered the analytical phase. The second phase, referred to as the concept phase, is
concerned with development and delivery, which is an iterative design process.
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USEFUL LINKS:
https://reospartners.com/
Site provides publications, resources on systemic change
https://sustainablefoodlab.org/
Official site of Sustainable Food Lab
https://social-labs.org/
Articles, blogs, social lab projects
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pbhw_FK0xg&list=PLt7tlxEM9raDu5Igtz84ZMXMQcwb
2E098
Webinar on social labs, Zaid Hassan
https://financeinnovationlab.org/community/
Activities, projects taking place at the lab
https://www.agilealliance.org/agile101/the-agile-manifesto/
Agile Alliance website, describes principles of agile approach, provides resources, industry
news
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